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Dresow Design Top with eyelet cables

Top with eyelet cables 
- Sizes 6 months (1 year) 2-3 year -

Materials

- 100 grams of yarn for size 3 mm needles (the top in the picture is made in Sandnes Mandarin 
Petit nr. 6803)

-  Size 3 mm circular needle (60 cm)

- Size 3 mm crochet hook 

- 2 buttons

Tips and info

The top is worked from the top down with eyelet cables “inside” the raglan inc. The top is worked 
back and forth on a circular needle until piece measures 7 (8) 9 cm after which the the top is work 
in the round (to create a slit in the back for big baby/toddler heads). 

Inc are done by picking up the thread between two stitches and knitting it twisted.

The raglan inc are done on every second round. When knitting in the round it can de difficult to 
keep track of on which round to do the inc. But an easy way to remember is that the inc are always 
done on the rounds where you are working row 1 and 3 of diagram A and B.

It might be necessary to count the number of stitches to figure out how far you are. It is important 
to remember, that there is not always the same number of sts in the diagrams. Right after the 3rd 
row of the diagrams there will be 1 less st per eyelet cable. The number of sts stated in the 
instructions are based on there being 5 sts in diagram A and 13 in diagram B.

Full lenght (from bottom edge to shoulder): 28 (32) 36 cm.

Gauge (10 cm x 10 cm): 20 sts x 28 rows.

Opskrift

Cast on Slå 75 (81) 87 sts. Knit 5 rows back and forth. 

Work next ro as follows (from RS):

K 9 (10) 11 (=back piece), inc, dia A, inc, k 9 (10) 11 (=sleeve), inc, dia A, inc, k 3 (4) 5, dia B, k 3 
(4) 5 (=front piece) inc, dia A, inc, k 9 (10) 11 (=sleeve), inc, dia A, inc, k 9 (10) 11 (other back 
piece). 

You can place stitch markers before and after every “raglan eyelet cable”. Then its easier to 
remember where to do the increases.  
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Work next row as follows (from WS): 

P 10 (11) 12, dia A, p 11 (12) 13, dia A, p 4 (5) 6, dia B, p 4 (5) 6, dia A, p 11 (12) 13, dia A, p 10 
(11) 12 vr.
Continue in the same way with inc on each side of the “raglan eyelet cable” on the RS. The new 
sts are worked in stockinette st. 

When piece measures 7 (8) 9 cm switch to working in the round (as opposed to back and forth - to 
create a slit in the back). 

Continue until you have 171 (209) 247 sts (12 (16) 20 rows/rounds of inc). Stop the inc. Work the 
sts on the sleeves + the “raglan cable sts” in garter st (one round p, one round k, one round p, one 
round k, one round p). The rest of the sts (back and front piece) are still worked in stockinette with 
dia B on the front piece. 

cast of all the sts where you worked garter st. Continue working the remaining stitches in the round 
with dia B on the front. 

When piece measures 26 (30) 34 cm work all sts in garter st (one round p, one round k, one round 
p, one round k, one round p). Cast off. 

Assembly

Double crochet around the opening in the back. Crochet 2 small loops on one side. Sew on 2 
buttons on the other side. 

Diagrams

Diagram A

Diagram B

Symbol key

No symbol = k on RS, p on WS

x o x

x /-/ x

x x

x x

x o x o x o x

x x x /-/ x

x x x x

x x x x
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x = p on RS, k on WS
o= yarn over
\-\ = slip 1 st as if to k, k2, psso (both sts)
Black cell = sts do not exist, jump to the next cell

This written pattern, charts and photographs are copyright and are the express property of the author. Do not 
sell, transmit, publish or pass on this publication (in printed or electronic form). 
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